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Social Security (Scotland) Act 2018

Vision of social security as important to everyone and something that should be 
able to support people when they need it.

Realisation of this vision guided by 8 principles in the Act, which set out social 
security as a human right, as an investment in the people of Scotland, as a 
poverty prevention tool, and as an efficient, effective public service.

Principle d: Respect for the dignity of individuals is at the heart of the Scottish 
social security system.
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Report by M Simpson, G McKeever, AM Gray, 2017

https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/
publication-download/social-security-
systems-based-dignity-and-respect

• Defining dignity and respect in the 
context of social security

• Embedding dignity and respect in a 
Scottish social security system:
• as foundational principles
• in the claimant experience

• Protecting dignity and respect through 
scrutiny, oversight and review
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Principles into practice
Defining dignity and respect in the context of 
social security
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Is there a right to dignity?
Human rights law

• UDHR (preamble), ESC, UNCRC 
• ICESCR general comment 19 - connects 

right to social security to guaranteeing 
human dignity

• ECHR Art.s 3 and 8 – freedom from 
inhuman & degrading treatment; 
individual autonomy and family life
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Is there a right to dignity?
Identifying essential needs
• Housing (inc furniture, utility bills, local taxes)
• Food
• Clothing
• Essential travel 
• Means of contacting emergency services
• Non-prescription medication
• Minimum of social participation
• Disability-related costs
• Children’s needs – education, socialisation, nappies, formula milk

R (Refugee Action) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2014]
R (A) v National Asylum Support Service [2004]
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Is there a right to dignity?
Identifying essential needs

What things do people think are essential 
to avoid destitution?
• Shelter
• Food
• Heating & lighting
• Clothing & footwear
• Basic toiletries
Fitzpatrick & others for JRF, 2016 & 2018
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Dignity and respect: a claimant’s perspective
Meeting survival and human needs

JRF destitution

Patrick, 2017
Edmiston, 2017
Garthwaite, 2016
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Dignity and respect: a claimant’s perspective
Interaction with social security agencies

Edmiston, 2017
McKeever, 2012
Patrick, 2017
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Principles into practice
Embedding dignity and respect in a Scottish 
social security system
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Dignity and respect:
The limitations of devolved competence

• Devolved benefits represent 15% of social 
security expenditure 

• Main income replacement benefits excluded
• SG can not adjust level of most benefits
• SG can not change conditionality regime
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Dignity and respect as foundational principles
The social security charter

Service users’ charters
• Promote transparency and reduce deference
• Can help citizens understand their rights
• Unclear whether they represent entitlements or 

aspirations
• Creating new rights or restating existing rights?
• Aimed at service users only or staff too?
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Dignity and respect as foundational principles
Making policy with the people of Scotland

Principle f: The Scottish social security 
system is to be designed with the people of 
Scotland on the basis of evidence
• Challenges: involvement is worthwhile; 

accessing the range of service user 
experiences; keeping people involved from 
design/implementation to 
dissemination/evaluation
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Dignity and respect as foundational principles
Social Security Charter

Created by:
• People with lived experience of social 

security.
• Organisations that help or represent 

people who may use the new system.
• SG & Social Security Scotland staff.

Framework to measure effect, including 
how claimants experience the system: SSS 
& SG, Measuring our Charter, 2019
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Dignity and respect as foundational principles
Social Security Charter

Principles not judicially enforceable but can be 
taken into a/c by judiciary and specifically 
intended as a tool of political accountability, 
notably by the Scottish Commission on Social 
Security.

SCoSS to report to Parliament on how SG and 
Social Security Scotland are doing against the 
commitments in the Charter.
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Principles into practice
Protecting dignity and respect through scrutiny, 
oversight and review
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Scrutinising social security legislation

• SP Welfare Reform Committee – strong track 
record of scrutiny

• SP Social Security Committee – capacity risk 
given inevitable increase in devolved legislation

• Additional need for independent, external 
scrutiny body
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Scrutinising social security legislation

1. The existing UK body for social security scrutiny 
(SSAC) cannot scrutinise devolved social security 
legislation for Scotland

2. SS (Scotland) Act 2018, s22 gives SG power to 
create a separate scrutiny committee for 
Scotland

3. It would be advantageous to have a good 
working relationship between the SSAC and the 
SCoSS
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Scottish Commission on Social Security
Core functions:
• scrutiny of proposals for legislation
• reporting on any social security matters that it is asked to report on by the 

Scottish Ministers or the Scottish Parliament 
• reporting on the extent to which expectations in the Scottish social security 

charter are being met

R/ship with SSAC –
Option 1: memorandum of understanding
Option 2: overlapping membership
Option 3: informal relationship
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Decision making, reviews and appeals

• Getting decisions ‘right first time’ – improving claim forms, supporting 
claimants

• Organisational learning – effective learning from internal and external 
review; building trust in the system

• Independent appeal process – existing duty to deal with cases fairly and 
justly alongside any additional statutory protection of dignity, respect and 
social rights 
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Decision making, reviews and appeals

Scottish Government, Social Security (Scotland) Act 2018: progress 
report 2018-19: 
• Working with organisations experienced in providing advocacy 

and developing draft principles and standards 
• Extending period when redetermination of a decision relating to 

new disability assistance can be made 42 days
• Social Security Scotland will have a maximum of 56 days in which 

to undertake the redetermination
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Progress to date?
• Impressive commitment to co-production, backed up by resources to enable 

and sustain the process, for experience panels and Charter
• Lack of competence for conditionality and sanctions greatly hinders ability to 

protect dignity – inevitable focus on mitigating effects and top-ups
• Housing element of UC – commitment to scrap ‘bedroom tax’ in social sector & 

enable ‘claimant choices’ for flexibility over payments, but powers under s29 
of the Scotland Act to increase LHA rates for UC for private renters not being 
used: ‘to do so would be both costly and challenging’ 

• Progress being made on the devolved benefits, with oversight of new Regs by 
SCoSS
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M Simpson, G McKeever and AM Gray, 
“From principles to practice: social 
security in the Scottish laboratory of 
democracy” (2019) Journal of Social 
Security Law 13-31
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